May 2018

May Quarterly Release
Frontline released version 18.2 in May 2018, the 18.2 releases include:
 Change in eligibility determination that will correct displayed due dates on timeline ribbon
 Service delivery statement will now print on student snapshot
 Progress reporting will not allow modifications on the view only page. To avoid losing data only one option is
now available for adding progress monitoring data: Progress report warnings will deploy for already completed
reports
 Staff that is no longer in the district may be removed from dropdown menus
 Providers can now sort students by grade level
 The view history for individual IEPs now lists type of meeting and purpose of meeting
 The active IEP program is now viewable without needing to scroll through the historical programs
 C to B reporting will be automated; in the past it has been done manually; data should provide more accurate
snapshot of preschool transition and Indicator 12 results

Training
Frontline initiated a series of trainings for System Specialists in April and continued in May with separate offerings for
Novice and Veteran users. Additional trainings under development include collaborative efforts between CDE and
Frontline on an Enrich overview training for directors. The content, type of training and delivery method are currently
being discussed.

Requests in process
Frontline is addressing the following requests by CESUG:
 Provide a “deactivate users button” which will deactivate users without removing them
 Provide a timeline ribbon date option for plan dates or compliance check dates
 Provide automatically adjusting “Next Due by” dates
 Provide Chromebook accessibility to Enrich
 There are several requests to increase the Enrich Dashboard functionality

Model Forms
The forms to be reviewed by CDE during summer 2018 include:
 Evaluation and Reevaluation
 Transfers and Prior Written Notice for Special Education Action
 Amendment
 ESY
 Initial Consent for Evaluation-to be presented to SDLT in June
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Accommodations
CDE will meet with several AU DACs to review all assessment accommodations and reach consensus on language and
application of assessment accommodations for CMAS, Co-ALT, CSLA and ACCESS.

New Colorado Standards
There was a request to get a timeline on release of the new standards currently under review. Specifically, the request
targeted implementation dates, and updating the standards in Enrich.

